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ONCE UPON A TIME IN CABRAMATTA 

Text Type: Television Documentary | Publishing: SBS (http://www.sbs.com.au/shows/onceuponatimeincabramatta) 

CONTEXT 

Once Upon a Time in Cabramatta is a video documentary based on historical events regarding the integration of new 

arrivals in Australia. The focus area of the documentary is on the predominantly Vietnamese refugee migrant 

community in South Western Sydney. Cabramatta open ups from a backdrop of political change with the declaration 

of multiculturalism and acceptance of refugees from the federal government. Once Upon a Time in Cabramatta is a 

production of SBS Australia and Screen Australia featuring an assortment of interviews with the Vietnamese 

community in Cabramatta. The documentary aired on national television as a three part series from 8
th
 January 2012 

to 22
nd
 January 2012. The target audience of this documentary is the everyday Australian in our multicultural 

society, with an emphasis on the values on ideas that many take for granted today. Once Upon a Time in Cabramatta 

provides an insight into the turbulent years following the abandonment of the infamous White Australia Policy. 

As a new millennium beckons, the streets of Cabramatta remain in the dark ages, 

infested by drugs and crime but slowly the Vietnamese community, so quiet for so 

long, find their voice. – Once Upon a Time in Cabramatta 

BELONGING 

Belonging is an ideal that requires constant effort through struggle and understanding which cannot be attained 

overnight. It is through a period of time which is often extensive as in the case of Cabramatta for belonging to be 

established. Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser’s decision to accept Asian arrivals especially from the Vietnam War 

was the first challenge to the core identity of Australia since Federation in 1901. The Vietnamese people were 

subject to cultural marginalisation and demonised by the Australian community. For many Cabramatta signified the 

pinnacle of the problems surrounding Asian immigration. Once Upon a Time in Cabramatta produces a challenge to 

the concept of belonging as automatic. It emphasises the consequences of the inability to belong to a society. 

Migrants were initially rejected, later merely tolerated as second class beings and after an immense era of work 

finally accepted into modern multicultural Australia. By the mid-1990s, a community in South Western Sydney has 

become the heart of Australia’s drug crisis and major concentration of Asian crime networks. A key element lacking 

for many decades in Cabramatta was the substantial lack of social cultural understanding let alone acceptance of the 

Vietnamese people. The general motif of a struggle for acceptance is clearly seen through the eyes of the 

Vietnamese people in particular as many prominent figures such as the late parliamentarian John Newman and 

former politician Pauline Hanson called for the removal of all Asian immigrants as they pose a significant threat to 

the security of Australia. The drug crisis that gripped Cabramatta signifies the social isolation faced by many people 

in the area at that time, with no foreseeable prospects in the wider community drugs became a popular way of out 

the misery. The cinematic techniques of contrasting images from media reports and modern Cabramatta is a stark 

reminder of the way in which belonging can greatly implicate on people’s lives. 

SIGNIFICANT QUOTATIONS 

“We fought for so so long, just to be equal as anybody else and so many times we though it wouldn’t happen 

because no matter what we threw at it, nothing seemed to work” Councillor Thang Ngo 

“Cabramatta is a tattoo, a tattoo that I can’t get rid of” Joe Le 

“We can’t report it if we can’t speak English” Councillor Thang Ngo 

“Multicultural society is made of citizens speaking to each other, equally” Professor Andrew Jacubowicz 

(University of Sydney) 
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DRIFTERS 

Text Type: Poetry | Composer: Bruce Dawe (1930-) 

CONTEXT 

Bruce Dawe is a well known Australian poet born in 1930. His early childhood coincides with one of Australia’s 

darkest years. The Great Depression led to terrible slumps in all business activity. Dawe drifted through his early 

years showing promise as a writer but finding little direction for his life. The variety of occupations such as:  

labourer, postman, university failure, air force officer, father and teacher gave Dawe extraordinary empathy for 

people from various backgrounds, which characterises his poetry and lets many fair dinkum Australians be heard. 

The poem Drifters was written based on Dawe’s reflections of his childhood in the latter years of the Great 

Depression. Dawe’s father was a farm labourer, and during that time there was little work available. Dawe's parents 

would take the family and “jump the rattler” to various places outside Melbourne in search for work.  

And moving from place to place, I think is something that people often do. They go 

where work is, or where there seems at least the illusion of work. – Bruce Dawe 

BELONGING 

Belonging is represented as a brief transitional period. The poem is written from the perspective of a wife and 

mother with an “astronaut” husband. The family can never physically belong anywhere because they are never in the 

one place for long enough to settle down. It is the mother’s desire to settle down, but this is never fulfilled. Although 

the children seem enthusiastic about discovering a new place, their emotions are dominated from their happiness at 

this place. For the mother moving seems part of a well-practiced ritual as ironically the first thing she packs is the 

‘never unpacked’ bottling set into the trailer. A sense of moving is inevitable is demonstrated as they ‘don’t even ask 

why’ as the mother reflects about the aspirations and hopes she had when they first arrived in this place. Bruce 

Dawe's writes Drifters like a prose story with some free verse which is useful to highlight the sadness of never 

belonging to a place. Because the mother is not given a name, it is harder for the reader of the poem to relate to here 

but this also makes the character and her experience more universal. The long sentences in the poem are the 

mother’s continued thoughts throughout the poem. The idea of inevitability is further built upon by the grammatical 

use of ‘she’ll’ indicating future actions which is determined by their father's decisions. Imagery is used through the 

green tomatoes showing that they haven't been planted long enough for the produce to ripen as they have only been 

there for a while. The use of imagery such as the shrivelled blackberries symbolises her diminishing hopes in finding 

belonging. The ripe berries at first upon their arrival seemed to offer a glimmer of hope, but now she has come to 

realise and has possibly accepted that she will never be granted her wish to belong to a specific place let alone to 

make a stable family home. 

SIGNIFICANT QUOATATIONS 

“and the brown kelpie pup will start dashing about, tripping everyone up, and she'll go out to the vegetable patch and 

pick all the green tomatoes from the vines” 

“And the first thing she'll put on the trailer will be the bottling-set she never unpacked from Grovedale, and when 

the loaded ute bumps down the drive past the blackberry canes with their last shrivelled fruit,” 

“'Make a wish, Tom, make a wish.'” 
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AUSTRALIAN CITIZENSHIP PRACTICE TEST 

Text Type: Website | Composer: Aust Govt: www.citizenship.gov.au/learn/cit_test/_pdf/practice-questions.pdf 

CONTEXT 

The Australian Government under the Howard administration announced the return to an immigrant testing scheme 

in 2006. Former Australian Prime Minister said that “migrants need to learn mateship” and that “there is a view in 

the Australian community, a very strong view, that we need a greater emphasis on the things that unite us rather than 

the things that make us different”. The Australian Citizenship Test is for new migrants and persons seeking 

Australian Citizenship from between the ages of 18 to 60. It is to include questions covering a range of topics on 

Australia, including Australia and its people, Australia’s democratic beliefs, rights and liberties, Government and the 

law in Australia. There has been opposition to this policy from some backbench politicians and groups which claim 

that such English based test will unfairly discriminate against those from non-European backgrounds. 

Communicating in English helps you to play a more active role in Australian society. 

It helps you to take full advantage of education, employment and the other 

opportunities Australia has to offer. – Australian Government Citizenship Website 

BELONGING 

The Australian Citizen Test is designed to allow for integration into Australian society for new migrants who have 

resided in Australian for four years. According to the Australian Government at the time of the test’s revival in 2006 

by former Prime Minister Howard, the aim was to place tougher standards for those seeking permanent residency, 

including the requirement that they sign pledges to respect Australia's laws and societal values. Many perceived 

such move as means of selective segregation in face of increasing immigration from Asia and the Middle East. 

Belonging is portrayed as an attainable means determined by the authorities parties whom seek to dictate the picture 

of Australia and its residents. The subtle aims of the Citizenship Test are to remove those in the community that “do 

not” fit the ideal picture of a true modern Australian. This is done in a phased process of the requirements of the 

English language and then a reasonable understanding of Australia in the topics covered by the test. From the test, 

the participants are told whether they will receive citizenship or in other words a belonging to Australia. The first 

question in the Practice Citizenship test is “What do we remember on Anzac Day?” This question can be perceived 

from a variety of angles, such as the Australian perspective would identity Anzac Day as being the founding 

cornerstone for the Australian identity. To the new migrant, the question of what is remembered on Anzac Day 

would likely to reflect as a basic historical type statement. The notion of identity is strongly played out through the 

operation of the Australian Citizenship Test. As former Prime Minister indicated his reservations regarding “zealous 

multiculturalism”, a sense of relationship with the pinnacle Australian is painted by such policy. For many migrants, 

the Citizenship Test emulates a flashback to the “White Australia Policy”. To belong or not to belong to Australia is 

dictated by the motif of the typical Australian that would be unattainable for those seeking the test as they would 

have to forgo many already established values and ideals about their background societies. The aim to create a 

“Common Bond” will be at the expense of other important elements to individuals’ establishments in order to ask 

the real question of “are you willing to take up our Australian persona over your existing identity in order to belong 

to Australian society?” 

SIGNIFICANT QUOTATIONS 

“There is not a separate English language test but you will need a basic knowledge of English to pass the test.” 


